
Senators:  I oppose SB 978 on the grounds that it is a violation and infringement of the second 
amendment. This bill is just a witch hunt looking for more ways to demonize law abiding gun owners, 
who have pasted background checks, paid fees for concealed permits,  been through more background 
checks for those concealed permits. Supporter of SB978 need to focus on criminals and criminal activity, 
instead  this tyrannical activity of going after good gun owners. As for the storage of firearms, it is 
unconstitutional to require people to lock-up fire arms. In some situations a locked-up firearm might get 
you killed. Lets look at the airport parking lot scenario: Criminal element  attempts to car jack you or rob 
you in the parking lot. But your gun is locked up: your car is now gone and firearm also. Or your dead. 
This draconian bill also have provisions banning knives, clubs, and other devices one might use to 
protect oneself , or are we just to lambs for slaughter. As stated before, concealed gun owners have 
been vetted, paid their dues and have some training in active shooter events. In fact, a concealed armed 
citizen my just save your life or your children's  life someday, either at schools, airport, playground or 
even at the mall.  
More unconstitutional language infringing on the second amendment. Banning of 80 percent parts. I call 
them parts because the BATF defined them as NOT firearms, just a block of metal or blank of plastic. 
There is no real evidence that these are used in crime as they require time and expertise. Criminals take 
the easy path, steal weapons, or black market. (look at fast and furious, hundred of arms from mexico 
into united states market) . This part of sb978 smells like more demonization of  law abiding gun 
owners.  
I am not in favor of age restrictions. If your 18 year old is old enough to enlist in the armed forces, serve 
and possible die for his or her county. Why should they be restricted  from gun ownership if they meet 
the background check. Again the author and sponsors exercising their hatred and distain for firearms, 
gun owners and the right to protect  LIFE and LIBERTIES. The proposed legislation is not about real l gun 
safety,  it about tyrannical rule of all firearms owners.   
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